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Crystal Structures of the MJ1267 ATP Binding
Cassette Reveal an Induced-Fit Effect
at the ATPase Active Site of an ABC Transporter
Introduction
ABC transporters, or ATP binding cassette transporters,
represent the most common molecular architecture em-
ployed by prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells to couple the
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of solutes [1–3]. The domain organization of theseColumbia University
pumps is invariant in all species [4, 5], comprising aNew York, NewYork 10027
pair of conserved ATP binding cassettes (ABCs - also2 Department of Physiology
referred to as nucleotide binding domains, or NBDs),K4-140
which are peripherally associated with the membrane,University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
plus a pair of -helical transmembrane (TM) domains,5323 Harry Hines Boulevard
which each contain at least six membrane-spanning he-Dallas, Texas 75235
lices but otherwise share little sequence conservation.
In spite of this invariant domain organization, diversity
is observed in the oligomeric organization of ABC trans-Summary
porters. Some transporters are composed of homodi-
mers of the basic structural components (i.e., ABC plus
Background: ATP binding cassette (ABC) transport-
TM domain), while others are composed of heterodi-
ers are ubiquitously distributed transmembrane solute mers. Prokaryotic transporters generally have their ABCs
pumps that play a causative role in numerous diseases. and TM domains encoded in separate polypeptides [1,
Previous structures have defined the fold of the ABC 4, 6]. These components are fused into a single polypep-
and established the flexibility of its -helical subdomain. tide in a few prokaryotic transporters and most eukaryo-
But the nature of the mechanical changes that occur at tic transporters [4, 7, 8]. Staggering diversity is observed
each step of the chemical ATPase cycle have not been in the range of substrates pumped across membranes
defined. by ABC transporters [1, 2], ranging from small organic
molecules to entire protein molecules [9]. A subclass of
Results: Crystal structures were determined of the eukaryotic ABC transporters function as ATP-gated ion
MJ1267 ABC from Methanococcus jannaschii in Mg- channels [10].
ADP-bound and nucleotide-free forms. Comparison of ABC transporters are critically involved in a variety of
these structures reveals an induced-fit effect at the ac- human diseases. Multidrug resistance in both tumor
cells and protozoa is mediated by the overexpressiontive site likely to be a consequence of nucleotide bind-
of ABC transporters that function as broad-specificitying. In the Mg-ADP-bound structure, the loop following
drug efflux pumps [5, 11]. A number of common humanthe Walker B moves toward the Walker A (P-loop) cou-
diseases are caused by mutations in ABC transporters,pled to backbone conformational changes in the in-
including catastrophically debilitating juvenile-onsettervening “H-loop”, which contains an invariant histi-
diseases like cystic fibrosis [11, 12], adrenoleukodystro-dine. These changes affect the region believed to
phy [13], and Zellweger syndrome [14], as well as adult-mediate intercassette interaction in the ABC transporter
onset diseases like adrenomyeloneuropathy [13] andcomplex. Comparison of the Mg-ADP-bound structure
age-related macular degeneration [15].of MJ1267 to the ATP-bound structure of HisP suggests
The mechanism of the ATP-driven transmembranethat an outward rotation of the -helical subdomain is
transport mediated by the ABC transporters must in-coupled to the loss of a molecular contact between the
volve conformational changes in the TM domains cou--phosphate of ATP and an invariant glutamine in a
pled to structural changes in the peripheral ABCs thatsegment connecting this subdomain to the core of the
occur in response to ATP binding and hydrolysis. Previ-cassette.
ous structural studies have established the fold of the
ABC [16, 17]. The structure of the HisP ABC from Salmo-
Conclusions: The induced-fit effect and rotation of the nella typhimurium was determined with ATP bound at
-helical subdomain may play a role in controlling the its active site [16], while the structure of the MalK ABC
nucleotide-dependent change in cassette-cassette in- from Thermococcus litoralis was determined in a nucle-
teraction affinity believed to represent the power-stroke otide-free form with pyrophosphate bound at its active
of ABC transporters. Outward rotation of the -helical site [17]. While some conclusions about ABC transporter
subdomain also likely facilitates Mg-ADP release after mechanochemistry can be drawn from comparison of
hydrolysis. The MJ1267 structures therefore define fea- the HisP and MalK structures, no ABC has had its struc-
tures of the nucleotide-dependent conformational ture determined in more than one nucleotide-bound
changes that drive transmembrane transport in ABC form as of yet, nor has a Mg-ADP-bound structure been
transporters. reported for any cassette.
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The crystal structure of the remotely related soluble not shown); this rate is near the upper limit of that re-
ported for soluble ABCs extracted from ABC transport-DNA-repair enzyme Rad50 has been reported in both
Mg-AMPPNP-bound and nucleotide-free forms [18]; this ers [9, 23–25]. As previously observed for HisP [23] and
MalK [26, 27], soluble MJ1267 is monomeric in the ab-enzyme dimerizes in response to Mg-AMPPNP binding
based on extensive intersubunit contacts to the nucleo- sence of nucleotides at protein concentrations up to
0.34 mM (data not shown).tides, which are sandwiched in the interface of the sym-
metrical Rad50 dimer. While Rad50 has provided potential MJ1267 is 29% identical to both the LivF and LivG
components of the branched-chain amino acid trans-structural models for some aspects of the ATP-depen-
dent mechanochemistry of the ABC transporters, it dif- porter from Escherichia coli (which are 30% identical to
one another) but contains an insertion from residuesfers in several important regards (detailed below) from
true ABCs from transporters. 114 to 123 characteristic of LivG homologs. (“Liv” is an
acronym for the branched-chain amino acids leucine-In this paper, we report crystal structures of the
MJ1267 ABC from the branched-chain amino acid trans- isoleucine-valine). The branched-chain amino acid
transporter from E. coli [19] comprises a heterodimer ofporter [2, 3, 19] from the hyperthermophilic archeon
Methancoccus jannaschii [20] in Mg-ADP-bound and ABCs (LivF and LivG), a heterodimer of six-helix TM
domains (LivM and LivH), and one of two alternativenucleotide-free conformations. Upon Mg-ADP binding,
a significant conformational change occurs in MJ1267 soluble periplasmic substrate binding proteins (LivK or
LivJ). The liv operon in M. jannaschii contains homologsin two different loops proximal to the ATPase active site.
Furthermore, comparing this structure, as well as that of the livJ, livG, livF, livH, and livM genes (versus the
order FGMHKJ in E. coli). However, the M. jannaschiiof the Mg-ADP-bound form of MJ0796/LolD [21], to the
ATP-bound structure of HisP [16] reveals a substantial genome sequence (which we have confirmed) indicates
the presence of a nonfunctional pseudogene at the posi-rotation of the -helical subdomain of the protein con-
taining the “LSGGQ” transporter signature sequence. tion of livF, where a frameshift mutation prevents pro-
ductive translation. Thus, it is possible that the branched-This rotation appears to be coupled to the formation of
a molecular contact between the -phosphate of ATP chain amino acid transporter in M. jannaschii has
evolved to employ a homodimeric ABC, consistent withand a phylogenetically conserved Gln located in a linker
that connects the -helical subdomain to the F1-type the tendency of hyperthermophiles to minimize their ge-
nome size [20, 28]. This oligomeric organization is equiv-nucleotide binding core of the enzyme. The MJ1267
crystal structures therefore define several features of alent to that of eubacterial ABC transporters like the
maltose transporter, which comprises a homodimer ofthe nucleotide-dependent structural changes that drive
transmembrane solute transport in ABC transporters. ABCs coupled to a heterodimer of TM domains [29].
Results and Discussion Subdomain Organization and Topology of ATP
Binding Cassettes
Structure Determinations Figure 1a shows a ribbon diagram of the Mg-ADP-bound
The structure of a C2 crystal form of Mg-ADP-bound structure of MJ1267 color-coded according to subdo-
MJ1267 was solved using multiwavelength anomalous main organization. The topology diagram in Figure 1b
diffraction [22] from a cocrystal of the N109C mutant of presents a nomenclature in which secondary structural
the protein with methylmercury. Structure determination elements are numbered separately for each subdomain,
statistics are described briefly in Experimental Proce- and the  helices flanking  sheets are numbered ac-
dures and presented in detail in Table S1 in the Supple- cording to the strands that they connect (e.g., the  helix
mentary Material (available with this article online). A designated “ core 3–4” connects  strands 3 and 4 in
single mercury atom in the 29 kDa protein yielded a the ATP binding core subdomain).
solvent-flattened map at 1.9 A˚ that could be traced from The  sheet in the nucleotide binding core of the
the N terminus to the C terminus with one interruption. enzyme has the same topology (Figures 1b and 2) as
The Mg-ADP-bound structure was refined to an Rfree the nucleotide binding core of the F1 ATPase [30], an
of 25.2% at 1.6 A˚ resolution (Table 1). Cubic crystals archetypal representative of a broad class of ATPases,
containing the nucleotide-free conformation of MJ1267 including RecA, that share a common fold [31, 32]. The
were solved using molecular replacement starting with distinguishing feature of these structures is the pattern
the coordinates of the Mg-ADP-bound protein and re- of interdigitation of the parallel  strands forming the
fined to an Rfree of 24.3% at 2.5 A˚. The resulting data binding site for the nucleotide phosphates (Figures 1a
reported in Table 1 are derived from crystals of the and 1b). This pattern involves the insertion of the 
hydrolysis-deficient E179Q mutant of MJ1267 grown in strand carrying the phosphate binding P-loop, or Walker
the presence of 10 mM Mg-AMPPNP. However, the A sequence [33], after the second of three contiguous
structure of these crystals revealed that the nucleotide parallel strands, starting with the strongly hydrophobic
had been displaced from the ATPase active site by a
 strand comprising the Walker B sequence (which ter-
sulfate anion, and identical crystals were later obtained minates in a Mg-ligating base). The second parallel
from wild-type MJ1267 in the absence of nucleotide.
 strand in the ATP binding core of the cassette (i.e.,
 core 2 in Figure 1b) is also topologically homologous
to the equivalent  strand in F1, as is the antiparallel Functional Properties of MJ1267
Enzymatic assays show that MJ1267 hydrolyzes 3 strand that terminates the  sheet at its carboxy termi-
nus ( core 6), leaving only one parallel  strand at themolecules of Mg-ATP per second at 37C at Vmax (data
An Induced Fit in the MJ1267 ATP Binding Cassette
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Table 1. MJ1267 Data Quality and Refinement Statistics
Mg-ADP Sulfate
Crystal Parameters
Space Group C2 P432
Cell Constants (100K) a  107.8 A˚ a  137.5 A˚
b  60.4 A˚ b  137.5 A˚
c  42.7 A˚ c  137.5 A˚
  90.0   90.0
  92.1   90.0
  90.0   90.0
Data Quality
Resolution (A˚) 40.0–1.60 40.0–2.50
Rsym 4.8% 9.0% (I  3	I for observations)
Mean Redundancy 10.4 39.9
Completeness 90.0% 82.3% (I  	I for merged reflections)
Mean I/	I 34.5 44.2




Rms Bond Lengths 0.015 A˚ 0.011 A˚
Rms Bond Angles 1.55 1.66
Ramachandran Plot 91.8% 89.4% core
7.8% 10.1% allowed
0.5% 0.5% generously allowed
Model Contents
Protein Residues 4–257 5–257




Water Molecules 406 134
Standard definitions were used for all parameters [61]. Data collection statistics come from SCALEPACK [49], with anomalous pairs treated
independently for the calculation of Rsym for the Mg-ADP-bound structure. Refinement/geometric statistics come from X-PLOR [62]. Ramachan-
dran analysis was performed with PROCHECK [63]. For the Mg-ADP-bound structure, the value of 
I/
	I was 6.6 in the limiting resolution
shell, which is 99.9% complete for all measured reflections and 65.4% complete for reflections with I  2	I. For the nucleotide-free (i.e.,
sulfate-bound) structure, the value of 
I/
	I was 3.2 in the limiting resolution shell, which is 100.0% complete for all measured reflections
and 50.5% complete for reflections with I  2	I.
distal end of the nucleotide binding core in F1 that does ics of the transmembrane-transport reaction. One of
these ABC transporter-specific subdomains comprisesnot have an equivalent in the ABC transporters. In spite
of relatively weak sequence homology outside of the an antiparallel  sheet, designated the “ABC’’ subdo-
main (Figure 1b), which functions in binding the riboseWalker A and Walker B regions (Figure 2), there is striking
structural conservation between the ABC proteins and and base of the nucleotide. The other ABC-specific sub-
domain comprises a bundle of three phylogeneticallythe F1 ATPase throughout the central, mostly parallel 
sheet. Comparing MJ1267 to the  subunit of bovine conserved  helices [34–36], designated the “ABC’’
subdomain (Figure 1b), which contains the LSGGQ (or Cmitochondrial F1, least-squares superposition of the
residues comprising the 6  strands plus the P-loop motif) signature sequence, the most strongly conserved
feature in ABC transporters (Figure 2). It is also the sitehelix yields an rmsd of 0.94 A˚ for 45 C carbons. Weaker,
but significant, structural homology extends outside of of the F508 mutation [12], which causes the most com-
mon form of cystic fibrosis. The LSGGQ sequence com-this core region (Figure 2), as least-squares superposi-
tion of 108 C atoms from the central  sheet plus 4 prises the capping structure at the amino terminus of 
helix 3 in the ABC subdomain (Figures 1a and 1b).flanking  helices yields an rmsd of 2.36 A˚ (or 1.48 A˚
for 79 C atoms, excluding residues near the termini Mutational analysis has implicated these residues, plus
others, in the ABC subdomain as being required forof the secondary structural elements). Based on this
striking structural homology, the central, mostly parallel mechanochemical coupling between ATP binding/
hydrolysis and the transmembrane transport of solutes sheet plus its flanking  helices are designated the
F1-type ATP binding core subdomain of the ABC. in ABC transporters [9, 19, 36–42]. Strong conservation
in the packing core, but not the surface, of the ABCABC transporter ABCs contain two additional subdo-
mains that represent architectural features that have subdomain (Figure 2) is consistent with the suggestion
that this subdomain contacts the cognate TM domainsevolved to fulfill specific roles in the structural mechan-
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Figure 1. The Structure and Subdomain Or-
ganization of the MJ1267 ATP Binding Cas-
sette Protein
The F1-type ATP binding core subdomain is
shown in red, the ABC subdomain is shown
in blue, the ABC subdomain is shown in
green, and the -phosphate linker is shown
in magenta.
(a) A stereo ribbon diagram [57, 58], with the
“LSGGQ” transporter sequence highlighted
in cyan. The base and the ribose of the nucle-
otide are shown in orange, the phosphates
are shown in yellow, and the Mg2 counterion
is shown in gray. The black sphere represents
the Hg used for phasing at the N109C po-
sition.
(b) A topology diagram showing that an iden-
tical topology is observed in the core  sheet
of the ABCs and in the F1 ATPase. The rectan-
gles represent  helices, the circles represent
310 helices, and the arrows represent 
strands. Helix ABC 1 is unique to MJ1267
and does not occur in most ABCs. Helix
ABC 3 has been designated to be part of
the ABC subdomain, even though it is struc-
turally homologous to the helix preceding the
Walker B strand in F1, because its sequence
is strongly conserved among ABC transport-
ers (but not in F1) and it moves as a rigid body
with the ABC subdomain in all available ABC
structures (Figure 3; [21]).
and contributes to determining the binding specificity likely to make additional structural contacts to either
the TM domains and/or the second ABC, as has beenof the cassette [21].
The ABCs and the F1 ATPase hold the - and -phos- proposed based on the structure of Rad50.
phates of the nucleotide plus their associated Mg
cation in a very similar geometry (data not shown). In
contrast, the binding mode of the ribose and adenine Putative -Phosphate-Dependent Movement
of the ABC Subdomainrings are very different. These moieties are deeply buried
in a closed active site in F1 [30], where they interact The least-squares superposition in Figure 3a demon-
strates extremely tight structural conservation betweenwith the P-loop helix and the loop located between the
equivalent of  strands 5 and 6 in the ATP binding core almost all of the nucleotide binding elements in the Mg-
ADP-bound structure of MJ1267 and the ATP-bound(Figure 1b) and are sealed into the active site by addi-
tional intra- and intersubunit molecular contacts. In con- structure of HisP [16]. This alignment yields an rmsd of
0.95 A˚ for 108 C atoms in the parallel  sheet of thetrast, the ABC subdomain lifts the ribose and the base
of the nucleotide up off of the surface of the ATP binding F1-type ATP binding core, the antiparallel  sheet form-
ing the ABC subdomain, and the P-loop  helix (whichcore, producing an unusually solvent-exposed active
site in which the rings of the ribose and the base make covalently links the two  sheets while packing into their
mutual interface). The rmsd between these regions ofonly limited molecular interactions with residues near
the tip of the first  hairpin in the ABC subdomain. The the 2 structures can be improved to 0.643 A˚ for 70
atoms by excluding the final short  strand in the ABCpyrophosphate binding components are also unusually
solvent exposed in the active site of the soluble ABCs, subdomain plus segments at the periphery of the other
9  strands. Thus, the F1-type core subdomain and theas they are missing the equivalent of a series of direct
interactions with an arginine from the adjacent subunit ABC subdomain comprise a rigid nucleotide binding
structure that shows little divergence between a hyper-that additionally seals the ribose into the active site in
F1. The strikingly open configuration of the nucleotide thermophilic archaebacterial protein in the Mg-ADP-
bound conformation and a mesophilic eubacterial pro-binding site in the soluble ABCs suggests that the active
site needs to be completed by oligomeric interactions in tein in the ATP-bound conformation. In contrast, the
alignment in Figure 3a shows considerable divergenceintact ABC transporters, i.e., that the bound nucleotide is
An Induced Fit in the MJ1267 ATP Binding Cassette
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic Alignment of ABCs Showing the Secondary Structure of MJ1267
The  helices are represented by sinusoidal lines, 310 helices are represented by saw-toothed lines, and  strands are represented by arrows.
The structural classification [59] of well-defined  turns is indicated. The “blg” labels indicate the locations of five  bulges in MJ1267 that
are conserved in the ABC subdomain in all available ABC structures, but not in Rad50; the second bulge in  strand 1 makes a reciprocating
interaction with the second bulge in  strand 2 in all cases. The stars and s in the final row of each sequence block show sites in which
point mutations and in-frame deletions, respectively, in either NBD1 or NBD2 of CFTR have been shown to cause cystic fibrosis.
between MJ1267 and HisP in the location of the ABC subdomains in MJ1267 and HisP (Figure 3b) also leads
to improved alignment of the adjacent  helix in the ATPsubdomain.
This difference results from rigid-body rotation of the binding core ( core 3–4), the crystal structure of MalK
shows that the ABC subdomain can move indepen-ABC subdomain, as explicit least-squares superposi-
tion of this subdomain in MJ1267 and HisP (Figure 3b) dently of this helix.
The ABC subdomain rotates 15 inward toward theyields a very close alignment with an rmsd of 0.86 A˚
for 52 atoms representing essentially the entire ABC ATPase active site in the ATP-bound structure of HisP
relative to the Mg-ADP-bound structure of MJ1267, re-subdomain (after omitting the LivG-specific insertion).
This result indicates that there is also strong structural sulting in a 5.5 A˚ displacement of the LSGGQ transporter
signature sequence. Examination of the network ofconservation in the ABC subdomain, in spite of the
remote phylogenetic relationship of the two proteins structural interactions in HisP suggests that this rotation
is directly coupled to the presence of the -phosphateand their different nucleotide binding states. Comparing
the alignments in Figures 3a and 3b shows that  of ATP in the active site. Specifically, a phylogenetically
invariant Gln is located at the C terminus of  strand 2strand 3 in the F1-type ATP binding core is the only
secondary structural element to superimpose closely in the F1-type ATP binding core at its junction with the
protein segment (shown in magenta) that links the coreupon itself in both cases, indicating that the movement
of the ABC subdomain is mediated largely by pivoting to the ABC subdomain (Figures 3 and 4). The side chain
of this Gln (89 in MJ1267, and 100 in HisP) makes aaround this  strand. While superposition of the ABC
Structure
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Mg-ADP-Bound Structure of MJ1267 to the ATP-Bound Structure of HisP Suggests a -Phosphate-Dependent
Mechanochemical Switch
Light colors in the stereo pairs [57, 58] represent MJ1267, while dark colors represent HisP [16]. In both panels, two orthogonal views of the
structures are shown, related by a 90 rotation around a horizontal axis.
(a) The superposition of the two structures based on least-squares alignment of the  sheet in the F1-type ATP binding cores. The - and
-phosphates of the nucleotides in the two structures are located at closely similar positions following this superposition (data not shown).
(b) The superposition of the two structures based on least-squares alignment of the ABC subdomains.
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Figure 4. Cooperative Structural Interactions Involving Phylogenetically Conserved Residues Stabilize Limiting Conformations of the -Phos-
phate Linker
H bonds in the -phosphate linker region identified based on having a heteroatom separation  3.4 A˚ are represented by dotted orange lines
in the stereo pairs [57, 58] showing:
(a) The ATP-bound structure of HisP [16].
(b) The Mg-ADP-bound structure of MJ0796 [21].
(c) The Mg-ADP-bound structure of MJ1267.
(d) One of the two NCS-related molecules in the pyrophosphate-bound structure of MalK [17].
Residues with side chains participating in alternative H bonding networks with phylogenetically conserved Arg166 are shown in cyan. Relative
to MJ1267, homologous residues in the -phosphate linker region are offset by 1 in MJ0796, 11 in HisP, and 1 in MalK, and homologous
residues in the C terminus of the ABC subdomain are offset by 8 in MJ0796, 0 in HisP, and 14 in MalK.
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water-mediated hydrogen bond (H bond) to the -phos- of the LSGGQ transporter sequence). Furthermore, the
two molecules related by noncrystallographic symmetryphate of the nucleotide in the ATP-bound structure of
HisP [16] but withdraws 7 A˚ from the active site in the (NCS) in the pyrophosphate-bound crystal structure of
MalK show a substantial difference in the orientation ofMg-ADP-bound structure of MJ1267. With the Gln an-
chored in the active site by cooperative structural inter- the ABC subdomain [17]. Compared to the orientation
observed in the ATP-bound structure of HisP, it hasactions involving the -phosphate of ATP,  strand 2 in
the F1-type ATP binding core is held in rigid alignment rotated 12 away from the active site in one MalK mole-
cule but 26 away in the other (corresponding, respec-with the adjacent  strand 3 in the central  sheet (Figure
3a), thereby holding the ABC subdomain in close appo- tively, to 3 A˚ and 8 A˚ movements of the LSGGQ trans-
porter sequence), reflecting a 28 relative rotation of thesition to the ATPase active site. The outward rotation
of the ABC subdomain appears to require loosening of ABC subdomain in two nominally identical molecules.
Essentially, no conformational differences are observedthe interaction between  strand 2 and the remainder
of the ATP binding core (see below). Thus, ATP hydroly- elsewhere in the two MalK molecules, with the exception
of the unwinding of a single turn of  helix in thesis may allow withdrawal of the invariant Gln from the
active site, thereby permitting outward rotation of the -phosphate linker.
In conclusion, the crystal structures of both MJ1267ABC subdomain. Because the magenta-colored pro-
tein segment connecting the F1-type ATP binding core and MalK support the hypothesis that the ABC subdo-
main is flexibly attached to the ATP binding core, unlessto the ABC subdomain would be responsible for propa-
gating this conformational coupling, we have desig- the -phosphate of ATP is resident in the active site. In
this context, relatively little energy should be sufficientnated this region the “-phosphate linker” (Figure 1).
This segment is roughly equivalent to that designated to stabilize a specific equilibrium alignment of the ABC
subdomain, such as that observed in both HisP andthe “Q-loop” in Rad50 [18], although Rad50 is not homol-
ogous to true ABCs in this region, except for the pres- Rad50 when ATP is bound at the active site. This conclu-
sion is consistent with the inference that the rotationalence of the invariant Gln at the top of  strand 2 in the
ATP binding core. restriction of the ABC subdomain observed in these
structures is mediated primarily by a single H bond be-Two lines of evidence provide support for the hypoth-
esis that outward rotation of the ABC subdomain in tween the -phosphate of ATP and the invariant Gln at
the N terminus of the -phosphate linker.ABCs is dependent on -phosphate release from the
active site. First, the location of the ABC subdomain
is similar in the Mg-ADP-bound crystal structures of two
Structural Changes Supporting the Rotationdifferent ABCs. Specifically, a 13 outward rotation of
of the ABC Subdomainthe ABC subdomain is observed in the Mg-ADP-bound
Figure 4 shows the interface between the F1-type ATPstructure of the MJ0796 ABC [21] relative to the ATP-
binding core and the ABC subdomain in four struc-bound structure of HisP. The invariant Gln also with-
tures. The conformation of the -phosphate linker (ma-draws 5 A˚ from the active site in the MJ0796 structure,
genta) is essentially identical in the ATP-bound structurealthough the details of the conformational change are
of HisP [16] (Figure 4a) and the Mg-ADP-bound structuredifferent (see below). Second, the side chain of the
of MJ0796 (Figure 4b), even though the ABC subdo-equivalent Gln in Rad50 makes an H bond directly to
main has rotated 13 outward from the ATPase activethe -phosphate when Mg-AMPPNP is bound at the
site in MJ0796 based primarily on pivoting around theactive site but withdraws 5 A˚ in the nucleotide-free en-
H bonds between  strands 2 and 3 in the ATP bindingzyme, coupled to a 30 outward rotation of the subdo-
core. This observation proves that a conformationalmain equivalent to the ABC subdomain [18]. Although
change in the -phosphate linker region is not a prereq-the structure of Rad50 with Mg-ADP bound is not avail-
uisite for significant movement of the ABC subdomain.able, the existing structures support the hypothesis that
However, the conformational flexibility of the -phos-the outward rotation of the equivalent of the ABC sub-
phate linker plays a role in supporting the rigid-bodydomain is dependent on -phosphate release from the
movement of the ABC subdomain relative to the F1-active site. While additional cooperative interactions in-
type ATP binding core in MJ1267 (Figure 4c) andvolving protein residues and possibly also water of hy-
MalK [17] (Figure 4d). In these structures, the top threedration are likely to support the movement of the ABC
residues in  strand 2 of the ATP binding core undergosubdomain, all of the existing ABC structures as well as
a significant change in their backbone dihedral angles,the Rad50 structure consistently point to a central role
leading to the disruption of the final two H bonds to for the invariant Gln at the N terminus of the -phosphate
strand 3. This partial unzipping of the  strand at thelinker in controlling the location of the ABC subdomain
boundary between the ATP binding core and the -phos-depending on its interaction with the -phosphate of
phate linker produces a 5–9 A˚ lateral displacement ofthe nucleotide.
the C of the invariant Gln relative to its position at theAdditional evidence suggests that the ABC subdo-
top of this  strand in HisP and MJ0796. The rigid-bodymain is flexibly attached to the ATP binding core when
rotation of the ABC subdomain in MJ1267 and MalK-phosphate is not present in the active site. First, the
is contingent upon the conformational flexibility of thestructure of the twinned trigonal crystal form of MJ1267
intervening -phosphate linker, given the fact that thewith Mg-ADP bound at the active site (manuscript in
movement of the LSGGQ sequence occurs in a signifi-preparation) differs from that in the monoclinic crystal
cantly different direction from the displacement of theform by a 7 rotation of the ABC subdomain relative
to the ATP binding core (resulting in a 3 A˚ displacement invariant Gln. The largest overall displacement of the
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ABC subdomain occurs in one molecule of MalK in final three residues (Ile255–Glu257) in a conformation in
which they point inward toward the active site in the Mg-which the -phosphate linker remains in an extended
conformation and some homologous C atoms have ADP-bound structure, and these residues experience a
change in backbone dihedral angles, leading to with-moved in excess of 10 A˚ in this MalK molecule (Figure 4d)
compared to HisP. The magnitude of the displacement is draw from the active site, coincident with the disruption
of the H bond to Arg212 in the apo structure. Second,smaller in MJ1267 because one extra turn of 310 helix
forms in the -phosphate linker; this short helical seg- the loop following the Walker B sequence (“Walker-B-
loop”; residues 179–185) undergoes a 3 A˚ rigid-bodyment may provide an elastic restoring force holding the
ABC subdomain closer to the ATPase active site. A movement (i.e., without significant changes in backbone
dihedral angles) outward from the active site in the aposimilar phenomenon is observed in the second MalK
molecule in which an extra turn of  helix forms at a structure, and this movement seems to be promoted by
the formation of a new H bond between the guanidinodifferent site in the -phosphate linker (data not shown).
The phylogenetically conserved Arg at position 166 group of Arg212 and the backbone oxygen of Val184.
The backbone thermal B factors in the nucleotide-in HisP [16] and MJ127 plays a role in supporting the
observed conformational changes in the -phosphate interaction loop (residues 17–20 in the ABC subdo-
main), the P-loop, the Walker-B-loop, and the H-looplinker. The guanidino group of this residue makes equiv-
alent bidentate H bonds to the backbone of the -phos- are among the lowest in the Mg-ADP-bound structure
but are all substantially elevated in the nucleotide-freephate linker in HisP (Figure 4a) and MJ0796 (Figure 4b),
thereby stabilizing the conformation of the linker and structure, where each of these segments corresponds
to a new local maximum in the B factor plot (upperalso maintaining its alignment relative to the ABC sub-
domain. However, Arg166 participates in a different co- panel in Figure 5b). Therefore, the region surrounding
the ATPase active site in MJ1267 is substantially moreoperative H bonding network in MJ1267, where it stabi-
lizes the alternative conformation of the -phosphate flexible in the absence of bound nucleotide in addition
to having a different equilibrium conformation. Theselinker observed in both the Mg-ADP-bound (Figure 4c)
and nucleotide-free (data not shown) crystal structures. observations are consistent with the view that the Mg-
ADP provides additional molecular glue, stabilizing aIn each of the two NCS-related molecules of MalK [17],
the corresponding residue (Arg152) adopts different cooperative network of structural interactions that fixes
the protein conformation in the area of the active siteconformations, neither of which allow H bonding to the
-phosphate linker. This region in one of the NCS-related upon nucleotide binding.
Because crystal packing forces can potentially influ-MalK molecules is shown in Figure 4d. Approximately
90% of all ABCs have Arg, and another 5% have met ence the protein conformation, caution must be exer-
cised in interpreting conformational changes of the kindat this position that is located in a shallow cavity at the
boundary between the ATP binding core, the -phosphate observed in comparing the nucleotide-free and Mg-
ADP-bound structures of MJ1267. However, detailedlinker, and the ABC subdomain. The conformational
flexibility of Arg combined with its multivalent H bonding analysis of the structures supports the conclusion that
the conformational changes are likely to be specific con-capacity is well suited to supporting the structural plas-
ticity observed in the interface between these subdo- sequences of nucleotide binding rather than nonspecific
consequences of crystal packing forces.mains of the ABC.
First, most of the segments involved in intermolecular
packing interactions in the hyperthermophilic MJ1267
An Induced-Fit Effect at the ATPase Active protein have invariant conformations in the two crystal
Site of MJ1267 structures, including relatively mobile segments in the
The Mg-ADP-bound and nucleotide-free (apo) confor- apo structure, like the nucleotide-interaction loop in the
mations of MJ1267 are compared in Figures 5 and 6. A ABC subdomain and the final  helix at the C terminus
substantial protein conformational change is observed of the cassette. More importantly, while both crystals
in the immediate vicinity of the nucleotide binding site have some intermolecular packing interactions in the
(Figure 5a). This change involves large alterations in vicinity of the ATPase active site, these contacts are
backbone dihedral angles (lower panel of Figure 5b) in somewhat more extensive and occur closer to the con-
the loop starting at His211 and continuing through formationally active segments in the apo crystal, in
Val216. Because His211 is highly conserved (Figure 2) which the polypeptide chain is more mobile, as evi-
and required for transport activity [43], we have desig- denced by the elevated B factors. This result is contrary
nated this conformationally active segment of the cas- to what would be expected if the conformational change
sette as the “H-loop”. The side chain of Arg212 experi- were induced by crystal packing interactions, as the
ences the largest displacement of any residue in MJ1267 interactions would need to have a stabilizing effect in
(with the exception of Lys122 in the weakly ordered order to alter the protein conformation. Two of the three
surface loop in the ABC subdomain), with its guanidino interactions in this region fortuitously involve similar pro-
group moving 12 A˚ as it swings from one side of the tein segments in both crystals, even though the packing
H-loop to the other (Figure 5a). This Arg is conserved interactions in the lattices are completely different. The
in about half of all ABCs (Figure 2). Its movement in first interaction involves the final helix at the C terminus
MJ1267 appears to be directly coupled to conforma- of the cassette, while the other interaction involves a
tional changes in two adjacent protein segments. First, segment near the N terminus of the  helix at the C
an H bond between the guanidino group Arg212 and terminus of the Walker-B-loop. At both sites, the packing
interactions occur in residues closer to the conforma-the C-terminal carboxylate of the cassette stabilizes the
Structure
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Figure 5. A Conformational Change Occurs upon Mg-ADP Binding to MJ1267
The structures of ADP-bound and nucleotide-free (i.e., sulfate-bound) MJ1267 are compared. All of the panels are color-coded according to
subdomain organization (as defined in Figure 1).
(a) Two orthogonal views of stereo pairs [57, 58], with lighter colors used to represent the Mg-ADP-bound structure and darker colors used
to represent the nucleotide-free structure. The nucleotide-free structure was superimposed on the Mg-ADP-bound structure from the twinned
trigonal crystal form of MJ1267 because of the closer alignment of the ABC subdomains in these structures.
(b) B factor plots and φ,  plots for the two structures. The top panel graphs the isotropic thermal B factors of the C atoms in the
structures, with lighter colors used to represent the Mg-ADP-bound structure and darker colors used to represent the nucleotide-free structure.
The bottom panel graphs the shift in the backbone dihedral angles between the two structures, with lighter colors used to represent  and
darker colors used to represent φ. The 1.6 A˚ model of the monoclinic crystal form of Mg-ADP-bound MJ1267 was used to produce both
plots.
tionally mobile regions in the high B factor apo crystal cassette. The third interaction in this region involves a
small number of packing contacts directly to the H-loop;compared to the Mg-ADP-bound crystal, where these
residues are more rigidly attached to the core of the this interaction occurs exclusively in the apo structure,
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Figure 6. The Nucleotide-Dependent Conformational Change in MJ1267 is Localized Primarily to the Likely Cassette-Cassette Interface in
the ABC Transporter Complex
A pseudodimer of MJ1267 was constructed by least-squares alignment of its F1-type ATP binding core to those in the Mg-AMPPNP-bound
Rad50 homodimer.
(a) A stereo pair [57, 58] showing the cis side of the MJ1267 pseudodimer hypothesized to be in contact with the TM domains in the ABC
transporter complex. The lighter colors represent the Mg-ADP-bound structure, while the darker colors represent the nucleotide-free structure.
As in Figure 5a, the trigonal crystal form of MJ1267 was used for the Mg-ADP-bound structure because of the closer alignment of its ABC
subdomain.
(b) GRASP [60] images of the MJ1267 pseudodimer color-coded based either on the magnitude of the coordinate shift between the Mg-ADP-
bound and nucleotide-free structures (upper row) or on the thermal B factors of the protein model (lower row). The color ramp runs from
white (0.5 A˚) to magenta (4.0 A˚) in the images coding the coordinate shifts and from blue (20 A˚2) to yellow (70 A˚2) in the images coding
the thermal B factors. Ribbon diagrams [57, 58] of the structure are shown in an identical orientation above the GRASP images. The four
columns on the left show orthogonal views of the protein monomer, while the two columns on the right show the cis and trans faces of the
pseudodimer; the monomer immediately adjacent to the pseudodimer is shown in an identical orientation to that of the left subunit in the
adjacent cis view of the pseudodimer. The surface of the cassette hypothesized to mediate dimerization is revealed on the proximal face of
the monomer in the third column from the left. Coordinate shifts were calculated on an atom-by-atom basis using the structure of the trigonal
crystal form of the Mg-ADP-bound protein and then mapped onto the surface of each atom. The isotropic atomic thermal B factors were
taken from the 1.6 A˚ refinement of the monoclinic crystal form of the Mg-ADP-bound protein.
where Asp214 makes a weak H bond (3.3 A˚) to His211 quence of nucleotide binding comes from the examina-
tion of the structural interactions in the active site of theplus two weak van der Waals contacts (3.8 A˚) to Tyr254
in a symmetry-related subunit. As it is implausible that Mg-ADP-bound structure. Cooperative, water-mediated
H bonding networks extend from the -phosphate ofthese packing interactions could be responsible for in-
ducing the greater vibrational disorder observed in these the nucleotide to several residues in the H-loop, and
these interactions are likely to be responsible for fixingthree segments in the apo structure, the dynamic stabili-
zation of the active site loops must be attributable to the conformation observed in the presence of Mg-ADP.
Specifically, waters 422 and 428 mediate a cooperativeMg-ADP binding rather than to crystal packing effects.
Additional evidence supporting the likelihood that the H bonding network that links the -phosphate to Glu179
and Asn42 (data not shown). These residues participateobserved conformational change is a specific conse-
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in two additional cooperative H bonding networks that The only region of the cassette that undergoes a signifi-
cant coordinate change, that is not also a region of highstabilize the conformation of the H-loop; one links
Glu179 to Glu210 via water 432, and the other links thermal mobility, is the interface of the pseudodimer
(the third column in Figure 6b) and the immediately adja-Asn42 to His211 and Arg212 via Glu257. Glu210 helps
maintain the close apposition of the Walker-B-loop in cent rim on the trans surface of the cassette. (The trans
surface is likely to face away from the membrane surfacethe Mg-ADP-bound structure through H bonding and
van der Waals interactions with the conserved pocket in the transporter complex [21]). As the nucleotide is
sandwiched directly in the cassette-cassette interface informed by residues Glu179–Ala182. Furthermore, the
location of water 422 prevents His211 from adopting the the Rad50 homodimer [18], the induced-fit effect could
cooperate with the nucleotide itself in changing the sur-conformation observed in the nucleotide-free structure.
We hypothesize that there is also a phenomenon of face properties of the cassette so as to gate dimer for-
mation.cooperative dynamic stabilization in the vicinity of the
nucleotide in which vibrational immobilization of the
atoms in direct contact with the ligand promotes vibra-
Biological Implicationstional stabilization of the neighboring atoms propagating
outward from the binding site.
ABC transporters are widely distributed, ATP-poweredIn summary, a network of specific structural interac-
transmembrane solute pumps [4, 5]. These proteins me-tions that can be identified connects the H-loop and
diate the active transport of a staggeringly diverse setWalker-B-loop to the nucleotide and provides a clear
of solutes, ranging from small organic and inorganicexplanation for the dynamic stabilization of these loops
molecules to large protein molecules [1–3]. ABC trans-observed upon Mg-ADP binding. Although we cannot
porters play a central role in a wide variety of humanexclude the possibility that the equilibrium conformation
diseases. Overexpression of an ABC pump with broadof these segments in the apo structure is influenced by
substrate-specificity mediates a phenomenon calledcrystal packing contacts, there is a Mg-ADP-dependent
“multidrug resistance” in advanced tumor cells and ininduced-fit effect that controls the dynamics of the ac-
protozoan pathogens [5, 11], while mutations in ABCtive-site loops and specifies their conformation in the
transporters cause many different birth defects, includ-presence of the nucleotide.
ing cystic fibrosis, adrenoleukodystrophy, and variousCombining the presence of the nucleotide with the
forms of retinal degeneration [11–15]. Biochemical,inferred induced-fit effect, the net result of Mg-ADP
structural, and mechanistic characterization of ABCbinding to MJ1267 is a dramatic change in the surface
transporters is likely to contribute to the development ofproperties of the cassette in the vicinity of the ATPase
improved approaches to the treatment of these variousactive site (Figures 5 and 6). These changes are largely
“ABC diseases.” Moreover, basic biochemical knowl-confined to the top surface of the cassette, as seen in
edge of the molecular etiology of specific disease-caus-either Figure 1a or the top panel of Figure 5a, corre-
ing mutations is essential in evaluating the potentialsponding to the proximal face of the cassette as viewed
efficacy of pharmacological strategies.in the bottom panel of Figure 5a. Beyond these regions,
In order to effect thermodynamically efficient trans-the only other significant conformational change occurs
membrane solute translocation, ABC transporters mustin the weakly ordered surface loop comprising residues
undergo a programmed mechanochemical reaction cy-110–125 (Figures 5 and 6); given the high thermal B
cle, i.e., a well-defined series of protein conformationalfactors in this loop (Figures 5B and 6B), this change is
changes in response to ATP binding, hydrolysis, andlikely to be incidental.
release. Given the fact that ATP interacts primarily, andTo understand the mechanistic consequences of the
perhaps exclusively, with the ABC of the transporter,Mg-ADP-dependent conformational change in MJ1267,
many important facets of the mechanochemistry of ABCit is necessary to consider the geometry of the physio-
transporters should be revealed by characterizing thelogical dimer of ABCs that is likely to be present in
nucleotide-dependent protein conformational changesABC transporter integral membrane protein complexes.
in isolated ABCs. In this paper, we present Mg-ADP-Reasoning based on a variety of genetic [29, 36, 41] and
bound and nucleotide-free crystal structures of thebiochemical [35, 38, 42] studies leads us to believe that
MJ1267 ABC from the branched-chain amino acid trans-the Mg-AMPPNP-bound Rad50 homodimer [18] pro-
porter from M. jannaschii. Comparing these structuresvides the most reliable model for the ABC homodimer
shows that, upon Mg-ADP binding, a substantial confor-available at the present time [21]. Figure 6a shows a
mational change occurs in two surface loops that flankstereo pair of a pseudodimer of MJ2167 that is modeled
the active site, representing a classic induced-fit effect.based on the geometry of the Rad50 homodimer. In this
These changes, combined with the presence of the nu-image, the Mg-ADP-bound and nucleotide-free struc-
cleotide itself, produce a dramatic alteration in the sur-tures of MJ1267 are superimposed based on least-
face topography of the cassette in the vicinity of thesquares alignment of their F1-type ATP binding cores.
active site (Figure 6b). ATP binding is inferred to produceThe induced-fit effect inferred to occur upon Mg-ADP
additional changes in surface topography as it locksbinding changes the conformation primarily at the inter-
down the ABC subdomain in close apposition to theface of this hypothetical ABC dimer. Figure 6b shows
active site.several views of the cassette monomer and dimer with
The mechanochemical reaction cycle of the ABCthe magnitude of the Mg-ADP-dependent coordinate
transporters could be driven either directly by theseshift (upper row) and the atomic thermal B factors (lower
row) mapped onto the surface of the protein molecule. nucleotide-dependent protein conformational changes
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in the cassettes or, alternatively, by changes in the do- to its position in true ABCs. Given the fact that the
LSGGQ caps the nucleotide phosphates to completemain-domain interactions in the transporter [18, 44],
contingent on these nucleotide-induced changes in sur- the active site in the dimer-related subunit of Rad50,
this structural adaptation necessarily must change theface topography. Data from both the Erwinia protease
transporter PrtD [45] (Millen, Hunt, and Thomas, manu- details of the cassette-cassette interface. The nucleo-
tide-interaction loop in the ABC subdomain is alsoscript in preparation) and the cystic fibrosis transmem-
brane conductance regulator (Berger, Hunt, Thomas, substantially diverged so that the geometry of the base
and ribose is significantly altered. As the other contactand Welsh, manuscript in preparation) indicate that an
Ala mutation at the position of the invariant Gln at the to the adenine base in Rad50 comes from the equivalent
of the ABC subdomain in the dimer-related subunit,N terminus of the -phosphate linker produces, at most,
modest impairment of the ATP-dependent activity of the nucleotide binding geometry in Rad50 must differ
in significant ways from that in the physiological dimerseither of these ABC transporters. Although in a double
mutant of PrtD the Gln→Ala mutation significantly exac- formed by ABCs from ABC transporters.
These differences indicate that the Rad50 homodimererbates the effect a His → Ala mutation at the position
equivalent to His211 (Millen, Hunt, and Thomas, manu- is not a perfect model for the structure of the ABC dimer
believed to form the conserved motor of the ABC trans-script in preparation), the phenotype exhibited by the
single Gln → Ala mutation makes it unlikely that the porters. However, the manner in which the LSGGQ sig-
nature sequence completes the ATPase active site of-phosphate-dependent rotation of the ABC subdo-
main could represent the power-stroke of the ABC trans- the dimer-related subunit, especially the intimate com-
plementarity of this helix-capping motif with nucleotideporter, given the central role of the invariant Gln in sup-
porting this movement. phosphates, suggests that the Rad50 homodimer pro-
vides a reasonable approximate model for the ATP-As the other nucleotide-dependent conformational
changes observed in MJ1267 are relatively modest in bound ABC dimer presumed to be present in the
transporters [18]. This conclusion is supported by thescale, we conclude that the power-stroke of the ABC
transporter transmembrane pumps is likely to be a extremely strong conservation of the LSGGQ signature
sequence and by the fact that mutations in this se-change in subunit-subunit interactions driven by the nu-
cleotide-dependent changes in the surface topography quence impair the ATPase activity of transporters [9,
40]. The conclusion is also consistent with additionalof the cassette, including the induced-fit effect and the
explicit effect of the bound nucleotide acting as part of mutagenesis [29, 35, 36, 41], chemical cross-linking [42],
and sequence conservation data [21].the molecular glue in one of the new protein-protein
interfaces [18]. The direct participation of the nucleotide In this context, we have examined whether isolated
ABCs from five different transporters dimerize upon nu-in stabilizing intersubunit interactions would explain why
cleotide binding. So far, all of these ABCs (MJ1267,it is so solvent exposed in the ATPase active site of
MJ0796, TM0124, TM0591, and NBD1 of CFTR) haveisolated ABCs because it would need to be positioned
remained monomeric both in the presence and absencein a manner so as to be available for binding to the other
of Mg-ATP and/or nonhydrolyzable analogs (data notsubunits in the transporter. The -phosphate-depen-
shown). Three of these cassettes (MJ0796, TM0124, anddent rotation of the ABC subdomain could also contrib-
TM0591) come from unambiguously homodimeric ABCute to stabilizing these intersubunit interactions and may
transporters [1, 2]. These preliminary data suggest that,play a role in facilitating ADP exchange out of the active
in contrast to Rad50, isolated ABCs do not form stablesite following hydrolysis.
homodimers upon nucleotide binding, and this conclu-The proposal that nucleotide-dependent changes in
sion is consistent with the inability to achieve vanadatesubunit-subunit interactions control the mechanochem-
inhibition of these species [24, 48]. Therefore, in theical reaction cycle of the ABC transporters is consistent
case of the ABCs, interaction with the TM domains maywith the mechanism of many well-characterized mecha-
be required to maintain stable association. This require-noenzymes including myosin [46], GroEL [47], and the
ment could reflect thermodynamic tuning of the interac-F1 ATPase [30]. This proposal is also consistent with the
tion to ensure that excessive binding energy does notmodel for the mechanochemistry of ABC transporters
prevent reversible dissociation of the cassettes whenadvanced by Hopfner et al. [18] based on the observed
they are confined to the same membrane and prealignedATP-dependent dimerization of the distantly related
in the proper binding geometry in the ABC transporterRad50 mechanoenzyme. Rad50 bears strong structural
complex. However, given the inevitable differences inhomology to true ABCs in the F1-type ATP binding core
the exact molecular interactions in the cassette-cas-and in the ABC subdomain. It also shares the invariant
sette interface in ABC transporters compared to Rad50,Gln at the N terminus of the -phosphate linker and the
the requirement for the presence of the TM domainsLSGGQ signature sequence at the C terminus of the
could also reflect the participation of residues in theseequivalent of the ABC subdomain. However, the -phos-
domains in stabilizing the dimer interface, conceivablyphate linker and the ABC subdomain have diverged in
even by making direct contacts to the bound ATP mole-Rad50 and bear little resemblance to those in true ABC
cules.transporters. Two additional structural differences indi-
cate that the geometry of the ATP-bound ABC trans-
Experimental Proceduresporter complex is not equivalent to that of the Rad50
homodimer. First, one additional turn in the -helix be- Purification
neath the LSGGQ signature sequence raises it about The MJ1267 protein was cloned into pET28a (Novagen) without a
His tag. Expression was induced in E. coli strain BL21(DE3) using5 A˚ above the ATPase active site in Rad50 compared
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1.0 mM IPTG for 4 hr at 37C. Cells were rinsed and snap-frozen in the anomalous peak, there was potentially less than full occupancy
of the single mercury site. SHARP [50] was used for maximum-liquid N2 pending lysis by sonication in 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA,
4 mM DTT, 2.0 mM PMSF, 1.0 mM AEBSF, and 50 mM Tris (pH 7.6). likelihood refinement of Hg position and occupancy, anomalous
scattering factors, and crystal nonisomorphism parameters forThe supernatant from a 75,000 rpm, 30 min spin at 4C in a TLA100.4
rotor was heat shocked at 50–60C for 10 min, and precipitated seven wavelengths of data at 2.1 A˚ resolution (six synchrotron data
sets plus a far remote at Cu-Ka energy); this phasing calculationprotein was removed by sedimentation. After filtration, the superna-
tant was loaded onto DEAE Sepharose FF equilibrated in 50 mM led to acentric figures of merit ranging from 0.86 at 5.0 A˚ to 0.28 at
2.1 A˚. The centroid electron-density map from SHARP wasNaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 4 mM DTT, and 50 mM Tris (pH 7.6) and eluted
in a linear gradient to 700 mM NaCl. Solid (NH4)2SO4 was added to not immediately interpretable, but solvent flattening/flipping in
SOLOMON [51] using a solvent content of 45% yielded an interpret-the pool to 1.0 M prior to loading on Butyl Sepharose FF equilibrated
in 600 mM (NH4)2SO4, 4 mM DTT, 25 mM Tris, and 25 mM bis-Tris- able map at 1.9 A˚ resolution in which the ring structure was visible
for some of the Pro residues (data not shown). No evidence ofpropane (pH 7.5) and elution with a linear gradient to 0 mM (NH4)2SO4.
The pool was concentrated to less than 4 ml (Centriprep 10, Amicon) additional Hg sites was observed, either in residual maps from
SHARP or during refinement. Native data at 1.6 A˚ resolution wasprior to loading on a Sephacryl S300HR 16/60 column equilibrated
in 100 mM NaCl, 4 mM DTT, and 50 mM Tris (pH 7.6) for wild-type collected on beamline X12B at the National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS).protein or 100 mM NaCl and 50 mM Tris (pH 8.8) for Cys mutants.
The protein was exchanged into 10 mM Tris (pH 8.8) by iterative For the nucleotide-free structure, crystals (without the N109C mu-
tation) were taken from the mother liquor and transferred to Para-ultrafiltration (Centricon-10) and concentrated to 15–36 mg/ml.
tone-N prior to freezing in liquid propane for low-temperature data
collection. A 180 sweep of data was collected in 0.5 oscillationsCrystallization
using the Brandeis CCD detector on beamline X12C at the NSLS.For the Mg-ADP-bound crystals, 20 mM Mg-ADP was added to a
The structure was solved by molecular replacement using Mg-ADP-36 mg/ml protein stock solution prior to mixing 1:1 with 16% PEG
bound MJ1267 as a search model (including individual B factors);3350 (Sigma), 30% (v/v) ethylene glycol, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 4 mM
calculations were performed using the CCP4 [52] version of AMoReMgCl2, 0.2 mM DTT, and 200 mM MES (pH 5.9); microseeds were
[53] with normalized structure factors at 20.0 to 3.2 A˚. The topadded for crystallization by hanging- or sitting-drop vapor diffusion
rotation function solution was correct and had a correlation coeffi-at 37C over a well containing 15%–20% (v/v) PEG 3350, 15% (v/v)
cient of 9.1 (compared to a value of 6.2 for the highest noise peak);ethylene glycol, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM DTT, and 100 mM MES (pH
the translation function solution had a correlation coefficient of 22.55.9). Initially, these conditions yielded a trigonal crystal form of wild-
and an R factor of 55.4%, which improved to a correlation coefficienttype MJ1267, which diffracts to roughly 3 A˚ using rotating anode
of 34.5 and an R factor of 49.1% upon rigid-body refinement.radiation but which suffers from severe morphological twinning
around the three-fold axis and merohedral twinning perpendicular
to it (manuscript in preparation). Due to the absence of any cysteine
Model Building and Refinementin the primary sequence of MJ1267, a series of 11 single-site Cys
Models were built using O [54] and refined using X-PLOR 3.851 [55]mutants were prepared (using the Quick Change kit from Stratagene)
with Engh and Huber [56] parameters. Rfree sets were chosen atfor mercury derivatization and cocrystallization. The methylmercury
random and contained 10% of the reflections for the Mg-ADP-boundadduct of the N109C mutant (but not the underivatized protein)
crystal and 5% of the reflections for the nucleotide-free crystal.yielded a new C2 crystal form by epitaxial nucleation from the trigo-
Overall, anisotropic B factors and individual isotropic B factors werenal crystal form; these monoclinic crystals diffract to 1.9 A˚ using
refined. Bulk solvent corrections were also applied. In the Mg-ADP-rotating anode radiation. Methylmercury derivatives of MJ1267 were
bound structure, residues Asp148 and Asn171 were modeled withprepared by mixing freshly pooled protein from gel filtration (run in
two alternative side chain conformations (with occupancies set tothe absence of DTT) with 13 l saturated CH3HgCl (Strem) per mg
0.5), and residue 109 was modeled as the methylmercury adductof protein, concentrating 20-fold, and then adding 3.3 l saturated
of Cys (using the name CMM). The occupancy of the methylmercuryCH3HgCl per mg prior to incubation at room temperature overnight.
group on Cys109 consistently refined to a value of0.80. However,Derivatized protein was exchanged into 10 mM Tris (pH 8.8) to
this estimate is of dubious physical significance because the elec-remove excess mercury. For the nucleotide-free crystals, a 15 mg/
tron density for the mercury atom was substantially anisotropic soml protein stock solution (sometimes containing 2 mM DTT) was
that the sigma-a-weighted fo-fc map from the final, refined modelmixed 1:1 with 1.2 M (NH4)2SO4, 4% (v/v) t-butanol, 1.8% (v/v) PEG
still had a toroid of positive difference density with flanking balls of400, and 90 mM HEPES-Cl (pH 7.5) and crystallized by hanging-
negative difference density surrounding the mercury site due to thedrop vapor diffusion at 21C. Crystals grew to a maximum size of
inability to refine an individual anisotropic B factor in X-PLOR.200  200  200 m within 3 weeks.
Data Collection and Structure Determination Supplementary Material
For the Mg-ADP-bound structure, cocrystals of N109C-MJ1267 with Supplementary material comprising a table providing detailed MAD
methylmercury were taken directly from the mother liquor and frozen phasing statistics for the Mg-ADP-bound structure of MJ1267 is
in liquid propane for low-temperature data collection. Six data sets available at http://images.cellpress.com/supmat/supmatin.htm.
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